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MiA presents MiA: Beijing Station:: First Chapter, its first exhibition featuring a selection of key bodies 
of work of Ram Jung, Grace Noh, Masahito Ono, Chi Zhang, and Yichen Zhou on display September 19 
– October 7, 2015 at DDC in Beijing.  

Established in New York in 2014, MiA is an artist collective by young, emerging artists in a wide range 
of artistic fields ranging from photography, film, painting, installation, performance, to philosophy. 
Having Jung and Noh from Korea, Ono from Japan, and Zhang and Zhou from China, the five individuals 
share intertwining backgrounds culturally, historically, geographically, and, most importantly, artistically. 
They have their own stories that have brought them to New York and where they are now. The artists 
with dreams, passion, and minds of explorers have naturally met one another and formed both personal 
and artistic bond to influence and motivate each other to the next level of artistic foundation difficult to 
accomplish alone.  

MiA’s vision is to create collaborative projects both within and outside the group to construct artistic 
dialogue to the society, bringing together various ideas, artistic practices, and media beyond each other’s 
familiar fields as well as to provide general public a moment to ponder upon and question about artistic 
creation in present world. From its first collaborative trip to China, Japan, and Korea where the five artists 
are originally from, MiA continuous to work together to inspire and be inspired for new collaborative 
projects including “MiA Project” on WeChat dedicated to share and expand the context of contemporary 
art in writing.  

Like passengers on a train moving from one station to another and meeting strangers on the way, Jung, 
Noh, Ono, Zhang, and Zhou have just begun their journey as a group with a blank notebook in their hands.  
MiA: Beijing Station:: First Chapter is an exciting and meaningful exhibition that marks the beginning 
of MiA’s journey forward. 

Ram Jung is a photographer whose background lies in architecture. His work is the document of his 
experience coming from his continuous instinct, which he stays open, empty, and visually void.  In the 
unlimited repetition, Jung searches for formal elements of composition. He draws paintings with 
manipulated colors of the photographic palette on monographic field, which he finds through the process 
of compositing the elements. He praises the beauty of banality of objects and the abstraction of features as 
if they are brushed away to unveil the “hidden” aesthetic forms. As German-American architect Mies van 
der Rohe says, “Less is more” and Jung strives for this simplicity and minimization of composition. Jung 
believes that this eventually maximizes the potential to pull of the emotions in the work rather than just 
eliminating the representational quality of photography. Jung received his Master of Architecture at 



Virginal Polytechnic Institute and State University in 2010 and MFA in Photography and Related Media 
at Parsons School of Design in 2014. He lives and works in Korea.  
 
Grace Noh is an artist and curator whose focus lies on philosophy of art in the present day, particularly 
on the notion that new formations of ideas are resulted from influences, or translations, of the past. In 
other words, the creation of an idea can never be a pure creation of its own. Having born in a small town 
in Alabama, grown up in Korea and Hawaii, and studied in Boston and New York, Noh has naturally 
developed her interest in hybridity of cultural and artistic exchanges of different characteristics of 
societies. With this diverse background, Noh strives to explore human knowledge, emotions, gestures, 
and thoughts everything that can be expressed in any kind of mean. She wrote papers on French gothic 
cathedrals and Italian Humanism from the philosophical approach as well as a great number of articles 
and reviews of exhibitions in New York and Boston. Noh received her M.A. in Art History at New York 
University’s Institute of Fine Arts. She lives and works in New York.  
 
Masahito Ono is an artist whose aspiration to produce art emerged from his previous work as a video 
journalist, where every news item and image becomes a fast-cycle product and its value is often 
determined by its salability. From this accelerated speed, he aspired to now produce a work of art that can 
retain the significance of its existence over time, a work in which to gain a long life by living and passing 
in the present moment at a slower pace relative to the actual passing of time and all the other beings. 
Ono’s practice explores a wide range of storytelling through incorporating sculpture and installation 
into photography and video, and introduces duration of time in his work. Ono received his MFA in 
Photography and Related Media at Parsons School of Design in 2015 and has showcased his works 
internationally with two solo exhibitions in Tokyo and a number of group exhibitions worldwide. Ono has 
studied in Sweden, Japan, and the United States and currently lives and works in New York.  
 
Chi Zhang is a visual artist whose artistic creations of simple two-dimensional objects that reference 
images of three-dimensional structures are based on her early years of inspiration from her architect 
father. Architecture has become the invisible language of communication between Zhang and her father. 
In order to explore how different dimensional forms change the same structure, Zhang uses photographs 
and drawings of architecture and reduce the complexity of the original structure. Each transformation 
becomes an abstraction derived from the original structure; eventually the complex structure will be 
minimized and presented in its simplest form. Her bodies of work not only reveal her personal memories, 
but also extend her knowledge of China’s economic development over the last decade. Returning back to 
Beijing almost 12 years later in 2014, Zhang was stunned by the transformation of the city with modern 
and futuristic skyscrapers. Her work serves as a communicator of the ever-fast growing nation and brings 
her back to connect herself with her home country. Zhang received her MFA in Fine Arts at School of 
Visual Arts in 2013. She lives and works in Beijing. 
 
Yichen Zhou is a visual artist and photographer who was born in Inner Mongolia and raised in Beijing, 
China. She moved to New York City in 2010 and earned her MFA in photography from Parsons the New 
School for Design. Her performance-based work explores her identity as part of a new generation Chinese 
artists and points to the challenges of living in a world where she finds multiple cultures and values in 
conflict. Her performance explores what lies behind the surface of life and locate the line between reality 
and illusion; the actions are illogical and ineffective. The questions behind these actions explore futile 
activities in society and failed attempts at life. Zhou received her MFA in in Photography and Related 
Media at Parsons School of Design in 2013 and had numerous solo and group exhibitions in New York 
and China.   
 
For more information, please contact one of the members of MiA: Ram Jung (raems79@gmail.com), 
Grace Noh (gnoh89@gmail.com), Masahito Ono (onomasahito@gmail.com), Chi Zhang 
(zhangchilili@gmail.com), and Yichen Zhou (yichenzhoustudio@gmail.com). 


